(ll)
In Table I we also give the limit to~, as a function of the decoupling temperature.
If the "new" neutrinos interact superweakly because they couple to a heavier W' (m~& m~), the decoupling temperature depends on m~.. The cross section for e'+ e -v'+v' varies as o' -T'm~' and the reaction rate & =n, (v'v)-T' m~~' . Since the expansion rate is t '-T', the decoupling temperature T"-m~. ' '. For neutrinos coupled to the W, decoupling is at =1 MeV so that T"(MeV) = (m /m )'~'.
For example, for m~«32m~, T, &m& and it follows from Table I The reaction of interest is
with f (d or s), q, and q denoting quark flavors.
If the charge of q is~3 then the process can proceed via the first-order charged-current reaction of Fig. 1(a) To indicate how frequently these decay modes occur we have also computed the ratio r = a(I'"qq + I"pqq)/I', . For 0'&4m~' we obtain the desired absorptive parts leading to a difference in the widths for b -fqq and b-fqq. As a measure of this difference we introduce the asymmetry parameter ! b decay will be dominated by the charged-current modes [via Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b 
